
Instead of water spray, some industry xenon 
weathering standards require water immersion.  
Q-Lab offers a standard ponding kit with integral 
water repurification for Q-SUN® Xe-1 spray model 
testers.  It is now possible to fully submerge your 
specimens in water to comply with immersion 
conditions found in standards like ISO 11341.

Repurification System
Unlike competing ponding systems that simply recirculate dirty 
water or consume large amounts of purified water, Q-Lab’s 
repurification system repurifies water in addition to conserving 
it.  Major components include: a water reservoir, a pump, a flow 
adjustment valve, a replaceable repurification cartridge and a 
Total Dissolved Solids (TDS) purity monitor.

Immersion Tray
The immersion tray is fabricated from high qual-
ity stainless steel, and allows for immersion 
depths of up to 25 mm. A mesh standoff screen 
is provided to prevent any standing water issues.
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Features:
 •	 25	mm	deep	stainless	steel	tray,	to	 

    immerse thick specimens

	 •	 Self-draining,	for	maximum	reliability

	 •	 Integral	water	repurification	system,	 
    to minimize expensive purified water      
    consumption and potential for con- 
    tamination of specimens

	 •	 Can	be	retrofitted	to	existing	Xe-1		 	
 spray model testers 

Horizontal Wedge
Since the Xe-1 tester’s standard specimen tray 
slopes forward at a 5 degree angle, a horizontal 
adapter wedge is used in the ponding kit.  Mount-
ing the Xe-1 on this wedge results in the Xe-1 
specimen tray’s surface being horizontal, ready 
to act as a level support for the immersion tray.  

Ponding Kit
Xe-1
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Ponding Kit Contents  
The ponding kit works exclusively with the Q-SUN 
Xe-1-S, which is sold separately. The kit contains: 

 ·5 Degree Adapter Wedge 
 ·Nozzle Fill Tubes 
 ·Immersion Tray 
 ·Water	Repurification	System

How it Works

1. During an “immersion step”, special nozzles fill the immersion tray in under three minutes until it overflows 
above the top of the tray.  Small drain or “weep” holes are also present in each corner of the immersion tray.  

2. Water level is maintained at the top of the tray because the nozzles allow water to fill the tray at a faster rate 
than the weep holes allow it to drain out.  

3. Drain water travels (by gravity) to the water repurification system, where it is filtered and repurified, before 
leading back to the Xe-1 tester’s fill nozzles.  

4. When an immersion step is stopped, nozzles stop filling the tray and all water drains out through the weep 
holes in under three minutes, allowing the specimens to dry.  
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